Nanoscale Water Contact Angle on Polytetrafluoroethylene Surfaces Characterized by Molecular Dynamics-Atomic Force Microscopy Imaging.
The aim of this study is to link polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) surface characteristics with its wetting properties in the nanoscale. To do this using molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, three series of rough PTFE surfaces were generated by annealing and compressing and next characterized by the application of the MD version of the atomic force microscopy (AFM) method. The values of specific surface areas were additionally calculated. The TIP4P/2005 water model was used to study the wetting properties of obtained PTFE samples. The simulated water contact angle (WCA) value for the most flat (but slightly rough) sample having PTFE density is equal to 106.94°, and it is close to the value suggested for a perfect PTFE surface on the basis of experimental results. Also, the changes in the WCA with PTFE compression are in the same range as experimentally reported. The obtained MD simulation results make it possible to link, for the first time, the WCA values with the surface MD-AFM root-mean-square roughness and with the PTFE density. Finally, we show that for PTFE wetting in the nanoscale, the line tension is negligible and the Bormashenko's equation reduces to the Cassie-Baxter (CB) model. In fact, our simulation results are close to the CB mechanism.